AIRPORT
STRATEGIC PLANNING

Explorer Solutions provides planning services to a broad spectrum of general aviation and commercial
service airports. Our airport planning experience addresses air and land side issues. The Explorer Solutions
team has established a strong reputation for providing our clients with solutions that are adapted to the
specific needs of their airport.

MASTER PLAN

MARKET ANALYSIS

Our team can lead or be part of a Master Plan team.
We work with world renowned engineering groups
and our teams of expert provide you with a 10 to
20 year Master Plan addressing every key activity,
aspect and infrastructure at your airport.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
& FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
The rigorous analysis and expertise of Explorer
Solutions are highly regarded, especially in the
development and assessment of business planning,
long-term vision, infrastructure planning and growth
management. Our team can help you assess and
plan the integrated growth of your airport, evaluate
new market opportunities and estimate the financial
cost and ROI (Return on investment).

STRATEGIC POSITIONING
What is your airport known for? A strategic
positioning will help you focus your marketing
efforts, your infrastructure planning, your investment
attraction activities and your overall resources on
key industry activities or sub-sector maximising
your investment and time.

Explorer Solutions delivers high-quality market
analysis addressing air transport market opportunities,
concession services, business aviation development
and attraction of aerospace-related industries. Our
specialized team brings high value to the analysis,
and the quality of our work ensures the exactness of
the results and overall recommendations.

BUSINESS PLAN
& FEASIBILITY STUDIES
Business plans and feasibility studies are decision
making tools. They provide a detailed portrait of
your project. Our strong knowledge of airports
and industry trends enables our team to prepare
in-depth deliverables providing strong content,
detailed financials and a clear path forward.

STRATEGY FOR INTEGRATION
& USE OF UNMANNED SYSTEMS
Drones are the next step in the evolution of aviation.
They present both a challenge and an opportunity to
airports. Our team can help you understand the drones
market, stay appraised of the fast evolving regulations
and evaluate how you can leverage this sub-sector.

PAST PROJECTS

Master Plan
Greater Sudbury Airport (CYSB)

Future Growth Strategy
St-Thomas Municipal Airport (CYQS)

Explorer Solutions provides innovative solutions in all areas of business intelligence, international relations,
strategic planning, market development, investment attraction and lobbying to the aerospace, airport and
economic development sectors.

AIRPORT SERVICES

Your key to success worldwide

Explorer Solutions Canada
explorersolutions.ca
450 441-9055

Explorer Solutions USA
explorersolutions.us
404 433-4249

Explorer Solutions France
explorersolutions.fr
33 (6) 43.93.72.39

